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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Vectos has been retained by IKEA Properties Limited to provide traffic and transport advice
relating to their proposal for a new IKEA store (use class A1 non-food retail), located within
the Millennium Retail Park at Greenwich Peninsula, in the Royal Borough of Greenwich.

1.2

In line with their long-term sustainability vision, IKEA is seeking that this store will be their
most accessible store in the UK for co-workers and customers arriving by public transport,
providing an accessible store to customers, including the high proportion of the London
population who do not own a vehicle.

1.3

This Travel Plan has been prepared to accompany the development the new IKEA store with a
gross external are (GEA) of up to 33,000sqm with associated servicing. It relates to both
employees (referred to as co-workers) and customers.

1.4

A travel plan summary document has been prepared that sets out the key measures and
initiatives that are included within the travel plan to encourage sustainable travel to the store.
This is included as Appendix A.

1.5

In addition to the Travel Plan, a detailed Transport Assessment (IKEA, Greenwich Millennium
Retail Park Transport Assessment, December 2013) was submitted in association with the
planning application for the development. The Transport Assessment includes information
on the following:
•

Existing situation of the Site, including the local highway network, and accessibility by
non-car modes of transport;

•

Development Proposals;

•

Policy Context;

•

Sustainable Transport Strategy

•

Trip Generation, Distribution and Assignment;

•

Effects of the Proposals on the Local Public Transport Facilities

•

Effects of the proposals on the Local Highway Network

•

Impact on Parking and Car Park Management
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Site Location and Development Proposals
1.6

The strategic location of the Site is shown in Figure 1, whilst the Site’s location in respect of
the local area is shown in Figure 2.

1.7

The Millennium Retail Park is located to the north of the A102 Blackwall Tunnel Approach,
approximately 1.9km south of the O2 Arena (Millennium Dome). The Retail Park currently
comprises of a Sainsbury’s Petrol Filling Station, a B&Q and Odeon Cinema.

IKEA Travel Plan Mission Statement
1.8

IKEA take a pro-active line in encouraging responsible and sustainable travel amongst coworkers.

1.9

IKEA also wish to encourage the use of non-car access modes for customers. Whilst being
realistic about the type of trips some customers make to their stores (i.e. buying bulky items)
it is evident that a large proportion of visits could be made by non-car modes of transport.
For example, many customers use the IKEA showroom to generate ideas before purchasing
goods at home online or utilising the home delivery service which IKEA operates. A
significant number of customers also purchase items from the market place which can be
carried home. These customers can be encouraged to travel to the store via the large array
of public transport opportunities in the Greenwich Peninsula area. The Greenwich
Millennium Retail Park provides a platform to deliver an IKEA store in an accessible location
to serve the significant London population without access to a car. In London, according to
Census 2011 data, 42% of households do not have access to a vehicle.

1.10

As such, IKEA has agreed to the Travel Plan arrangements as set out in this document for the
Greenwich store. This demonstrates the importance that environmental, health and
commercial benefits of increasing the awareness level and availability of sustainable modes
of travel has to IKEA.

Benefits of a Travel Plan
1.11

The Travel Plan will bring about benefits at the following levels:
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•

Co-workers and customers– through improved health, reduced stress and potential cost
savings;

•

The IKEA store – through a healthier, more motivated workforce and reduced
congestion;

•

The community – by IKEA demonstrating its commitment to the Government’s
environmental priorities and setting example to others,

•

The environment – through improved local air quality with less noise, dirt and fumes, as
well as reducing the impact of other national and global environmental problems.

Travel Plan Scope
1.12

This Travel Plan will be focused on both co-workers and customers.

1.13

Measures will be set out to encourage the use of non-car modes of travel amongst coworkers and customers. Targets will also be set out against which co-worker and customer
travel will be monitored against.

1.14

Due to the nature of the development and because IKEA already rationalise deliveries made
to their stores to ensure sustainability and efficiency, deliveries will not be included within
the Travel Plan.

This Document
1.15

This Travel Plan has been written as a standalone document and contains all the relevant
information needed to effectively implement and monitor the Travel Plan itself. Once Year 0
travel surveys have been undertaken and subsequent amendments made, it will become a
Full Travel Plan.

1.16

This Travel Plan has been written to accord with the Department for Transport document
‘Good Practice Guidelines: Delivering Travel Plans through the Planning Process’ (April 2009)
and Transport for London’s latest Travel Planning guidance which was released in November
2013. It has been considered in the context of the ATTrBuTE (Assessment Tool for Travel Plan
Building Testing and Evaluation) criteria.

1.17

The remainder of this document is structured as follows:
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Section 2

-

will outline the options for accessing the Site by sustainable modes
and will also detail expected travel patterns by employees.

Section 3

-

sets out the interim baseline travel patterns of the proposed Store.

Section 4

-

sets out the objectives and targets of the Travel Plan.

Section 5

-

outlines the Travel Plan strategy including how it will be managed, and
marketing and consultation strategies.

Section 6

-

sets out the measures and initiatives

Section 7

-

outlines how the monitoring and review programme that will ensure
the Travel Plan continues to develop.

Section 8

-
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2

SITE LOCATION AND ACCESSIBILITY
Site Location

2.1

Greenwich Millennium Retail Park, the location of the proposed IKEA store, is situated in North
Greenwich. The Site is bordered by Bugsby’s Way to the north, Peartree Way to the east, the
A102 to the south, and Blackwall Lane to the west.

2.2

The strategic location of the Site is shown in Figure 1, whilst the Site’s location in respect of
the local area is shown in Figure 2.

2.3

Greenwich Peninsula Retail Park currently comprises a B&Q store. To the west, and within the
retail park boundary, is the Millennium Leisure Park also contains restaurants and an Odeon
cinema.

2.4

Further south towards Charlton there are extensive residential areas. The Greenwich
Peninsula lies to the north and west of the Site. It is home to the O2 Arena (Millennium Dome)
and Millennium Village. Greenwich Peninsula is a major regeneration site with outline consent
for a mixed-use development, which includes 10,000 new homes.

Pedestrian Facilities
Pedestrian Catchment
2.5

The pedestrian routes in the vicinity of the site are shown in Figure 3. A 2km walking
isochrone is shown in Figure 4.

2.6

It is commonly accepted that walking is the most important mode of travel at the local level
and offers the greatest potential to replace short car trips, particularly under 2 kilometres.

2.7

A 2-kilometre catchment from the proposed Site includes the following destinations:
•

North Greenwich Underground Station

•

Westcombe Park Rail Station

•

Charlton Rail Station

•

Emirates Greenwich Peninsula Station

•

North Greenwich Pier
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•

Retail Parks on Bugsby’s Way, including Peninsular Retail Park, Greenwich Shopping
Park, and Stone Lake Retail Park.

2.8

•

The Valley Stadium - Charlton Football Club

•

The O2 Arena (Millennium Dome)

•

Extensive residential areas to the south

•

Proposed residential developments within Greenwich Peninsula

The population within a 2km walking catchment is 30,452

Pedestrian Facilities
2.9

Within the vicinity of the site there are wide footways on both sides of the Millennium Busway.
There is an at-grade zebra crossing with tactile paving to cross the bus lane from outside the
Site, which allows safe access between the store and the shared car park.

2.10

On Peartree Way to the east of the site, there are wide footways leading to the junction with
the A102 and A206, where there is a signalised pedestrian crossing with tactile paving. There
is also a signalised pedestrian crossing across the junction with the A102 to offer pedestrians
the safe opportunity to cross the road to access the bus stops on Woolwich Road.

2.11

There are pavements on both sides of the carriageway on Bugsby’s Way to provide pedestrian
access to the Greenwich Millennium Village to the west of the site and the industrial areas on
Bugsby’s Way east of the site. There are also signalised pedestrian crossings across John
Harrison Way to provide a safe pedestrian route to North Greenwich Underground station.

2.12

A footbridge over the A102 links residential units to the south of A102 directly into Greenwich
Millennium Retail Park.

2.13

There are also footways along Combedale Road and Westcombe Hill to allow access for
pedestrians to Westcombe Park Railway station.

2.14

Within 2km of the site there are a total of 30,452 inhabitants. This could mean that there are
significant opportunities for people to arrive on foot.
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Cycling
Cycling Catchment
2.15

A 5 km cycling isochrone and an 8km cycling isochrone from the Site is shown in Figure 5.

2.16

It is commonly accepted that cycling has the potential to substitute for short car trips,
particularly those less than 5 km and to form part of a longer journey by public transport. In
addition, the Department for Transport’s (DfT) ‘Cycle Infrastructure Design (October 2008)
states that a cycle trip distance of over five miles (8 km) is not uncommon.

2.17

Charlton, Woolwich, Greenwich and Blackheath are all located within a 5-kilometre
catchment from the Site. Some 220,000 people live within this catchment. An 8 km
catchment extends to Plumstead, Hither Green, New Cross and Surrey Quays. This
catchment has a population of 519,000 people. Therefore, it is considered that there is an
excellent opportunity for customers and co-workers to travel to the site by cycle.

Cycling Facilities
2.18

There is a segregated cycle lane alongside the footway on the Millennium Bus Way providing
direct access to Greenwich Millennium Retail Park. The segregated cycle lane continues
alongside the Millennium Busway to North Greenwich Underground station and the 02 Arena.
This provides the opportunity for customers and co-workers to travel to the 02 Arena or North
Greenwich Underground Station by cycle. A crossing is provided at Bugsby’s Way to continue
the cycleway from Commercial Way, north onto Southern Way.

2.19

Peartree Way has a segregated footway/cycleway alongside the northbound carriageway.
Cyclist movement is permitted in both directions along the cycleway.

2.20

Woolwich Road has on-road advisory cycle lanes on both sides. There is also a National Cycle
Network traffic-free route to the north of the site, located along the towpath of the River
Thames from the Greenwich Peninsula continuing east towards Erith.

2.21

There are proposals to extend the Cycle Superhighway Network to include a route from
Woolwich to London Bridge (proposed route CS4). This is likely to utilise Woolwich Road.
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Public Transport
Public Transport Catchment
Bus Services
2.22

Bus routes operating within the vicinity of the Site are shown in Figure 6.1, whilst Bus Routes
operating along Woolwich Road are shown in Figure 6.2.

2.23

Bus stops are located on the Millennium Busway directly fronting the exit to the IKEA site.
Further bus stops serving additional bus routes are located on Woolwich Road, which is 320m
from the approximate location of the store entrances and following the most convenient
walking routes.

2.24

Table 2.1 provides a summary of the bus services which are available from directly outside the
proposed Ikea site.
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Table 2.1: Existing Bus Services from Greenwich Millennium Retail Park

2.25

Service

Route / Destination

Weekday
Daytime
Frequency

108

Stratford – Bow –
North Greenwich –
Blackheath Lewisham

9-12 mins

24 hr

24 hr

8-12 mins

15 mins

129

North Greenwich –
East Greenwich –
Cutty Sark

6-12 mins

05:24

00:54

10-13 mins

20 mins

132

North Greenwich –
Eltham – Blackfen –
Bexley –
Bexleyheath

7-11 mins

05:24

01:19

9-13 mins

15-20 mins

161

North Greenwich –
Charlton –
Woolwich – Eltham
– Chislehurst

8-12 mins

05:05

00:54

9-13 mins

10-13 mins

472

North Greenwich –
Charlton –
Woolwich –
Plumstead –
Thamesmead

5-9 mins

24 hr

24 hr

7-11 mins

9-15 mins

486

North Greenwich –
Charlton – Welling –
Bexleyheath

7-10 mins

05:19

01:19

7-10 mins

11-13 mins

First Bus

Last Bus

Saturday
Frequency

Sunday
Frequency

Table 2.2 provides a summary of the bus services which are available from the bus stops on
Woolwich Road:
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Table 2.2: Existing Bus Services from Woolwich Road bus stops

2.26

Service

Route / Destination

Weekday
Frequency

177

Peckham – New
Cross – Deptford –
Greenwich –
Woolwich Thamesmead

9-13 mins

180

Lewisham –
Woolwich – Abbey
Wood – Crabtree
Belvedere

8-12 mins

286

Cutty Sark – East
Greenwich – Eltham
– Sidcup – Queen
Mary’s Hospital

422

North Greenwich –
East Greenwich –
Woolwich –
Plumstead –
Bexleyheath

N1

Tottenham Court
Road – Waterloo –
Surrey Quays –
Greenwich –
Charlton –
Plumstead – Abbey
Wood –
Thamesmead

Last
Bus

Saturday
Frequency

Sunday
Frequency

00:37

9-13 mins

11-13 mins

05:08

00:20

9-12 mins

20 mins

8-12 mins

05:53

00:16

8-12 mins

15-20 mins

8-12 mins

05:07

01:16

8-12 mins

11-13 mins

20 mins
(nights only)

20 mins -30
mins
(nights
only)

30 mins
(nights only)

First
Bus
04:40

01:11

06:11

Table 2.1 shows that on weekdays, there are up to 46 services per hour directly serving the
site in each direction, resulting in a bus approximately every 1.5 minutes. There is a similar
frequency of services on Saturdays. On Sundays, there are up to 27 buses per hour in each
direction, with a bus approximately every 2.5 minutes.

2.27

Table 2.2 shows that on weekdays, there are a further 29 services per hour available from
Woolwich Road; 25 services per hour on Saturdays and 18 buses per hour on Sundays. This
amounts to a bus approximately every 3 minutes. Furthermore, night bus route N1 provides a
service to the site between midnight and 05:00.

2.28

Areas accessible by bus (without the need to interchange), and their journey times include:
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•

North Greenwich Station (5 minutes)

•

Charlton Rail Station (5 minutes)

•

Blackheath (6 minutes)

•

Greenwich Town Centre (11 minutes)

•

Woolwich Arsenal Station (15 minutes)

•

Eltham Station (15 minutes)

•

Bromley-by-Bow Station (20 minutes)

•

Lewisham (20 minutes)

•

Thamesmead Town Centre (27 minutes)

•

Stratford (28 minutes)

•

Bexley Station (39 minutes)

•

Chislehurst (48 minutes)

Rail Services
2.29

Westcombe Park Rail Station is located approximately 780m from the site and provides
regular services between central London and Dartford, Kent. This is within an acceptable
walking distance to be included in the Public Transport Accessibility Level (PTAL) assessment.
The existence of this rail station provides a genuine opportunity for employees and
customers to visit the site by train.

2.30

There are up to six train services per hour in each direction from Westcombe Park Station on
weekdays and on Saturdays, and four trains per hour in each direction on Sundays. Trains
operate to London Cannon Street, Dartford and Barnehurst calling at locations which include
New Cross, Lewisham, Sidcup and Woolwich Arsenal. All routes serving Westcombe Park
also service Charlton Rail Station.

2.31

Table 2.3 below summarises services from Westcombe Park Rail Station.
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Table 2.3 – National Rail Services from Westcombe Park Rail Station (800m from the
proposed IKEA Store
Route

Weekday
Frequency

First
Direct
Train

Last
Direct
Train

Saturday
Frequency

Sunday
Frequency

Westcombe Park – Maze Hill – Greenwich
– Deptford – London Bridge – London
Cannon Street

Every 10
minutes

06:42

20:27

Every 10
minutes

Every 15
minutes

Every 30
minutes

08:34

17:28

Every 30
minutes

No Direct
Service*

Every 30
minutes

05:47

00:17

Every 30
minutes

No Direct
Service*

Every 30
minutes

08:04

17:07

Every 30
minutes

No Direct
Service*

Westcombe Park – Woolwich Arsenal –
Abbey Wood – Belvedere – Crayford –
Sidcup
Westcombe Park – Charlton – Woolwich
Arsenal – Abbey Wood – Erith – Dartford

Westcombe Park – Charlton – Woolwich
Arsenal – Abbey Wood – Barnehurst

*Whilst there are no direct services to these locations on a Sunday, all destinations are accessible with
interchanges at nearby Stations

2.32

Areas accessible for Westcombe Station (without the need to interchange) and their journey
times include:
•

Charlton (3 minutes)

•

Greenwich (5 minutes)

•

Deptford (7 minutes)

•

Woolwich Arsenal (8 minutes)

•

London Bridge (14 minutes)

•

Abbey Wood (14 minutes)

•

London Cannon Street (18 minutes)

•

Erith (19 minutes)

•

Dartford (26 minutes)

•

Bexley (36 minutes)

•

Barnehurst (40 minutes)

•

Sidcup (41 minutes)
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2.33

Frequent bus services from the Millennium Retail Park connect the Site to Charlton Rail
Station (approximately 1.5km from the Site). There are approximately 25 bus services per
hour between the site and Charlton Rail Station and the journey time is approximately 5-6
minutes making it a viable option.

2.34

All services calling at Westcombe Park Station also call at Charlton Station. Additional
services operate to Gillingham (Kent), Dartford and Barnehurst, as well as London Charing
Cross and London Cannon Street Underground Services. Legible signs will be provided on site
demonstrating the key directions.
London Underground Services

2.35

Buses also connect the Site with London Underground Jubilee Line services from North
Greenwich Station (approximately 1.8km from to Site). The journey time is approximately 56 minutes.

2.36

Table 2.4 shows the services from North Greenwich London Underground Station. It is
served by London Underground Jubilee Line services. A summary of the number of the
weekday peak hour and weekend daytime services is provided below.
Table 2.4 – London Underground Services from North Greenwich Underground Station

2.37

Route

Weekday
Frequency

First
Train

Last
Train

Saturday
Frequency

Sunday
Frequency

Stanmore to Stratford
(Stanmore – Wembley Park – Finchley
Road – Swiss Cottage – Baker Street –
Waterloo - London Bridge – Canada
Water – Canary Wharf – North Greenwich
– West Ham – Stratford)

Every 2-3
minutes

05.23

00.17

Every 2-3
minutes

Every 3
minutes

Possible interchanges and journey time from North Greenwich Station include:
•

Canning Town – Docklands Light Railway (DLR) – 2 minutes

•

West Ham – District Line and Hammersmith and City Line – 4 minutes

•

Stratford – DLR, Central Line, London Overground and National Rail – 8 minutes

•

Canada Water – London Overground – 4 minutes
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•

London Bridge – Northern Line (Bank Branch) and National Rail – 8 minutes

•

Waterloo – Northern Line (Charing Cross Branch), Bakerloo Line, Waterloo and City
Line and National Rail – 11 minutes

•

Green Park – Victoria Line – 14 minutes

•

Baker Street – Metropolitan Line, Circle Line, Hammersmith and City Line and
National Rail – 19 minutes

Emirates Air Line
2.38

The Emirates Air Line is a cable car link across the River Thames between the Greenwich
Peninsula and the Royal Docks. The Greenwich Peninsula Station is located near North
Greenwich Underground Station, approximately 1.6km from the proposed IKEA site. The
journey time between the two stations is approximately seven minutes.

2.39

Interchanges to/from bus services are available from North Greenwich Station.
London River Services

2.40

London River Services are available from North Greenwich Pier, situated approximately 2km
from the proposed Site. Services from North Greenwich Pier travel to the London Eye,
Embankment, Blackfriars, London Bridge, Canary Wharf and Woolwich Arsenal.

Public Transport Accessibility Level (PTAL)
2.41

The PTAL rating has been calculated as 5, which indicates a very good level of accessibility by
public transport. PTAL only accounts for the services directly accessible from the site and
does not fully reflect the convenience of interchanging to North Greenwich Underground or
Charlton Rail Station from bus services available from directly outside the site. PTAL is only
one measure of accessibility and does not fully reflect the proximity of local facilities, bus
catchments etc.
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3

TRAVEL PATTERNS

3.1

This section will set out the interim baseline modal split for the site in order to allow targets
for the travel plan to be made.

3.2

A co-workers and customer travel survey will be undertaken within 4 months of the IKEA
store opening in order to determine the baseline modal split, which is an obligation included
in the S106 agreement. However, it should be noted that IKEA will endeavour to undertake
these surveys within 12 weeks. As the store has not yet opened, it is not possible to
calculate a travel to work mode pattern at this stage.

3.3

In the interim, and for the purpose of this Travel Plan, the baseline modal share for potential
co-workers at the Site will be based on Census 2011 Journey to Work statistics for the
Greenwich 036.

3.4

The Transport Assessment has assessed the likely achievable modal share and has based the
assessment on those proportions. For information, the Transport Assessment estimated 41%
of trips will be made by car driver, which is 8% percentage points lower (equating to a 16%
reduction) than has been recorded at the existing Tottenham store.

3.5

The baseline mode share included in the current version of the Travel Plan is based on the
estimation from the Transport Assessment (41% car driver). However, this will be amended
when the initial travel surveys are undertaken within 12 weeks of opening. After these
surveys are undertaken we will have an accurate understanding of the baseline situation.

3.6

The interim baseline mode share for co-workers is shown below in Table 3.1 and for
customers in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.1: Interim Baseline Mode Share for Co-workers - 2011 Census Method of Travel to
Work (Daytime Population) for the Greenwich 036
Mode

Modal Split

Underground or light Tram

22%

Train

14%

Bus

18%

Taxi

0%

Motorcycle

1%

Driving a car

35%

Passenger in a car

2%

Bicycle

3%

On foot

5%

Other

0%

Total

100%

Table 3.2: Interim Baseline Mode Share for Customers – Proposed IKEA, Greenwich (Main
Mode)

3.7

Mode

Modal Split

Car Driver

41%

Car Passenger

24%

Bus

5%

Train

11%

Underground

19%

Total

100%

For co-workers, Table 3.1, it should be noted that IKEA are promoting sustainable travel and
therefore only co-workers traveling during unsociable hours will be permitted to use the car
park. This means that IKEA are targeting 100% of co-workers to be travelling by sustainable
modes outside of unsociable hours. This excludes those co-workers working within
unsociable working hours or with exceptional circumstances, such as mobility impairments,
pregnancy, occasional school drop off, etc.

3.8

For customers, it should be noted that whilst active modes are not included in the above
mode split, it is considered that some trips will be undertaken by walking and cycling. These
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will be included when the customer mode shares are updated after the baseline travel
surveys are undertaken.
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4

OBJECTIVES AND TARGETS
Introduction

4.1

This Chapter sets out the overarching objectives for the Travel Plan, as well as targets for the
short and medium term. It includes indicators through which progress towards meeting the
targets will be measured. Further information on monitoring and review of the Travel Plan
can be found in Chapter 7.
•

Objectives are the high level aims of the Travel Plan. They help to give the Travel Plan
direction and provide a clear focus.

•

Targets are the measurable goals by which progress will be assessed. The Travel Plan
sets out targets which the store will seek to reach within the period covered by this
Travel Plan. In addition, interim targets have been set.

Objectives
4.2

The Travel Plan’s overriding objective is:
To engage with and encourage both co-workers and customers to use more sustainable
ways of travelling to/from the store through more effective promotion of public transport
and active modes. This will minimise the impact of the new IKEA store on the surrounding
highway network.

4.3

The sub-objectives are:
•

Sub-objective 1: Increase co-worker and customer awareness of the advantages and
availability of sustainable modes;
•

Sub-objective 2: To actively promote sustainable transport options for travel to and
from the IKEA store, to enable informed decisions to be made about how to travel;

•

Sub-objective 3: To increase the use of active travel modes such as walking and cycling
(particularly for shorter trips), and to encourage co-workers and customers to build
active travel into their everyday routines to support and contribute to wider health
benefits;

•

Sub-objective 4: To maximise the accessibility of the Site by active modes at all times;
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•

Sub-objective 5: To raise awareness of the impacts of travel choices on health and the
local environment.

Targets
4.4

Travel Plan targets are measurable goals by which progress can be assessed. These targets
should be reviewed through a period of monitoring (outlined in Chapter 7) to ensure they
remain SMART (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and Timed).

4.5

Targets come in two forms, namely Action and Aims. Action Targets are non-quantifiable
actions that need to be achieved by a certain time. Aim Targets are quantifiable and in the
case of this Travel Plan relate to the degree of modal shift the plan is seeking to achieve.

Action Targets
4.6

The Action Targets for the store are:
•

To appoint a Travel Plan Coordinator (TPC) in preparation for the opening of the
proposed development;

•

To communicate the aims and objectives of the Travel Plan to all co-workers as part of
the recruitment process;

•

To design/produce all Sustainable Travel marketing material prior to the recruitment
process;

•

To conduct a baseline customer and co-worker travel survey within four months
(although aim to do this within 12 weeks) of the opening of the store and repeat the
survey annually for 5 years; and

•

To formally launch the Travel Plan within five months after the opening of the store.

Aim Targets
4.7

Table 4.1 outlines the Aim targets for the proposed IKEA store. The final aim targets are set
to measure progress towards the main Travel Plan objectives over a five-year period, while
interim targets are to be reached within one year and three years of the launch of the Travel
Plan. Indicators are the elements which will be measured in order to assess progress towards
meeting the interim and final targets.
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4.8

The aim targets of this Travel Plan are focused on co-workers and customers separately.

Co-worker Aim Targets
4.9

As discussed in Section 3, for the purpose of this Draft Travel Plan and until a Full Travel Plan
survey can be carried out, the interim baseline mode share figures for co-workers are taken
from Census data (daytime population method of travel to work).

4.10

The initial baseline survey (Year 0) will take place within four months (with the aim of
undertaking within 12 weeks) of the proposed store opening. Once complete, the Year 0
baseline will be updated and agreed with TfL/RB Greenwich. The below mode shift targets
are based on the targets set by IKEA. The interim and final mode shift targets will be
amended and agreed with TfL/RB Greenwich once the actual mode share is determined from
the baseline surveys.

4.11

After the initial Baseline survey, if the sustainable travel (Non-car) mode share is significantly
lower than the targets set out below, these targets would be revised accordingly, in with
TfL/RB Greenwich prior to an updated Travel Plan being submitted.
Table 4.1: Co-worker Travel Plan Targets

Target

Indicator

Mode
Share
Baseline
(Year 0)

Interim
(Year 1)

Interim
(Year 3)

Final
(Year 5)

Co-workers – Working hours

4.12

Achieve a 5% modal shift
in Sustainable Travel
Modes (dependant on
Year 0 Survey)

Modal split monitoring
surveys for Sustainable
Travel Modes

95%

96%

98%

100%

Increase mode share for
active modes, as part of
the sustainable modes
(dependant on Year 0
Survey) by 3%

Modal split monitoring
surveys for active
mode use

8%

9%

10%

11%

The target is to have 100% of co-workers working outside of unsociable hours travelling by
sustainable modes of transport. The exception to this will be those staff members that are
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working in unsociable hours, have mobility impairments, accidents that restrict their
movements, strikes on public transport, pregnancy and occasional childcare, etc.
4.13

Whilst Table 4.1 shows indicative targets to increase public transport use and active travel
uptake, the important target relates to the reduction in single occupant vehicles. It is less
important which mode they transfer to. The modal shift has been revised from the Draft
Travel Plan submitted as part of the application. The Final year targeted previously was 39%
however IKEA are now seeking to promote sustainability to 100% of co-workers during store
opening hours. This is an ambitious target that confirms IKEA’s commitment to sustainable
travel.

Customer Aim Targets
4.14

For customers, the target is to maximise the awareness among customers of alternative
methods of travel to the store and seek a reduction in car driver trips to the store. This is
set out in Table 4.2 below.
Table 4.2: Interim Customer Travel Plan Targets
Mode Share
Target

Indicator

Achieve a 3% modal shift
reduction in car driver trips

Modal split monitoring
surveys for Sustainable
Travel Modes

Baseline
(Year 0)

Interim
(Year 1)

Interim
(Year 3)

Final
(Year 5)

41%

40%

39%

38%

Customers

4.15

The table above sets out the proposed target for customers. The target is to achieve a 3%
modal shift, which equates to a reduction of over 7% in car drivers to the store.

4.16

As described in Section 3, the baseline mode share will be amended when the initial travel
surveys are undertaken within 12 weeks of opening. The proposed target would then be
reviewed and adjusted accordingly if required through discussions with Royal Borough of
Greenwich.

Baseline Travel Surveys
4.17

Full iTRACE/TRAVL compliant survey will be undertaken within four months (with the aim of
undertaking within 12 weeks) of the proposed IKEA store opening for both co-workers and
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customers. This will provide the relevant data to produce the Year 0 baseline mode share
data from which targets can be established.
4.18

The survey will identify the following:
•

The modal split of co-workers and customers at the proposed IKEA Store;

•

Which modes of transport could be promoted in light of the survey findings; and

•

Popular alternative modes of travel to the site, i.e. what do people want to use but
currently do not / cannot.

4.19

The content of the questionnaire will be discussed with TfL/RB Greenwich Travel Plan
officers prior to the survey being undertaken. The undertaking of the baseline survey
represents the start of the Travel Plan for monitoring purposes and is described as Year 0.
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5

TRAVEL PLAN MANAGEMENT
Travel Plan Coordinator

5.1

IKEA will appoint a Travel Plan Co-ordinator (TPC) to implement and administer the Travel
Plan. The TPC will be appointed prior to the proposed store opening. The contact details of
the TPC are currently unknown, but the details highlighted below will be provided as part of
the Full Travel Plan.

5.2

Name:

tbc

Position:

tbc

Telephone:

tbc

The TPC is envisioned to be a senior member of the Human Resources team and as such will
have access to the appropriate technology to communicate effectively with co-workers,
customers and stakeholders using a variety of mediums.

5.3

The TPC will be expected to work with key stakeholders including Travel Plan Officers at RB
Greenwich and TFL, as well as senior management at IKEA at a store and head office level.
The TPC will also co-ordinate local transport initiatives and promote the Travel Plan at a
store and local area level.

5.4

The duties of the TPC will include:
•

Undertake co-worker and customer travel surveys for the baseline and annual surveys
up to year 5 and supply evidence of this to the RB Greenwich/TfL;

•

Take responsibility for data collection and review of the Travel Plan;

•

Oversee the development and implementation of the Travel Plan on a day-to-day basis;

•

Obtain and maintain commitment and support from senior managers, co-workers, and;

•

Design and implement effective marketing and awareness-raising campaigns to
promote the Travel Plan;

•

Co-ordinate and attend Steering Groups, Working Groups etc;

•

Act as a point of contact for all employees requiring information;

•

Ensure the travel information on the website is always up to date;
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•

Liaise with external organisations, e.g. local authorities, and other retailers;

•

Undertake negotiations with Car clubs about the provision of vehicle rentals;

•

Negotiate with transport operators to secure discounts for employees; and

•

Co-ordinate the monitoring programme for the Travel Plan, including target setting (in
agreement with the Council) and make necessary changes if the targets are not being
met.

Travel Plan Coordinator Funding and Time Allocation
5.5

The TPC role will be fully funded by IKEA. The TPC will undertake the management of the
Travel Plan in addition to their normal duties. The person undertaking the role will be
allowed the time necessary to enable this Travel Plan to achieve its objectives.

5.6

IKEA is committed to the Travel Plan and the TPC will be able to commit as much time to the
project as needed to ensure the Travel Plan achieves its objectives.

Commitment from Senior Management
5.7

IKEA management understands the benefits of promoting sustainable transport and are
therefore committed to the objectives of this Travel Plan. Senior management on-site will
endorse and promote the objectives and benefits of the Travel Plan.
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6

MEASURES AND INITIATIVES
Introduction

6.1

This section of the Travel Plan outlines the specific physical and management measures to be
undertaken as part of the Travel Plan. The implementation of the listed measures, which
include awareness initiatives and infrastructure provision, are the core elements of the
Travel Plan. Measures are grouped together broadly under ‘alternative mode of transport’
headings although some measures cover more than one mode. Each section is headed with
the relevant target the measures are designed to achieve.
The overarching target that all measures will ultimately contribute to achieving is:
Co-worker:
100% of all co-workers (working outside of unsociable hours) will use sustainable
modes of transport by the end of Year 5 (five years after implementation of the
travel plan and baseline travel survey completion).
Customer:
To achieve a 3% modal shift, which equates to a reduction of over 7% (based on the
estimated baseline) in car drivers and maximise the awareness among customers
of alternative modes of travel to the store.

S106 Contributions
6.2

IKEA have agreed to a number of Section 106 contributions, many of which will promote and
facilitate the use of public transport and active modes among co-workers and customers:
•

£500,000 contribution to local bus service improvements and two relocated bus stops
on site; and

•

£750,000 Travel Plan Fund for promotional schemes to encourage customers travel by
sustainable modes of transport will be set up. This includes improvements to the
pedestrian and cycling facilities especially to and from Westcombe Park and North
Greenwich Underground Station. Improved signage and lighting along the routes as well
as a signalised crossing on Bugsby’s way.
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Measures
6.3

In addition to the Section 106 contributions above, the measures outlined below have been
agreed by IKEA, as being suitable for the IKEA store. However, this list is not exhaustive and
the TPC will be free to investigate other potential initiatives.

6.4

This list of measures provides separate measures for co-workers and customers, however
there is some overlap between the two groups.

6.5

An Action Plan is also included at the end of this plan which shows the measures/initiatives
with possible timescale for implementation.

6.6

Again, Due to the nature of the proposals and specific timetables not being available, specific
costs have not been accurately attributed to each measure.

Marketing Strategy
6.7

A wider marketing campaign will be undertaken to demonstrate to customers and coworkers of the opportunities of sustainable travel. This can be undertaken using local and
social media, word of mouth and advertising. The marketing strategy will be an ongoing
commitment taken forward by the TPC.

6.8

All co-workers will be made aware of the existence of the Travel Plan at the commencement
of their employment. The details of the Travel Plan, its objectives in enhancing the
environment and the role of individuals in achieving the objectives of the Travel Plan will be
explained. Within in their starting pack a copy of the Welcome Pack will be include, this will
have all the relevant travel information.

6.9

Contact details of the TPC will be advertised in the event that co-workers wish to discuss
specific matters directly.

6.10

The Travel Plan will be added to the agenda for all co-worker induction sessions. The Travel
plan will also be used and available as part of marketing for the site.

6.11

The following will be used as a means of disseminating information to co-workers to
promote events/campaigns/promotions/services/initiatives:
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i)

Co-worker notice boards

ii)

Co-worker Newsletters

iii)

Induction Travel Packs (see below)

Co-worker and Customer Measures
Travel and Travel Plan Information Provision
6.12

All co-workers upon commencement of their employment will be provided with Travel Packs.
These will include the following information:
•

Name and contact details of the TPC and the availability of the TPC to speak with coworkers.

6.13

•

An introduction to the Travel Plan, its purpose and a summary document.

•

Bus route maps, timetables and any other public transport information.

•

Company policy related to travel.

•

Details of any cycle discounts (such as the cycle to work scheme).

•

Location and access arrangement to lockers, changing facilities and cycle parking.

The TPC will provide this information to new co-workers as part of their induction sessions.
All co-workers employed at the time will undergo this process prior to the store opening.
However, this will also be on-going measure as new co-workers are subsequently employed.

6.14

The TPC will offer a personalised Travel Planning service for all co-workers, if requested. It is
expected that this will be offered during induction sessions.

6.15

The TPC will be able to draw on advice from journey planning websites such as TfL Journey
Planner: http://journeyplanner.tfl.gov.uk

6.16

Customer travel information will be provided in a prominent location in the store and on the
store website. Information would include bus maps and timetables, general location and
amenity maps, showing cycle lanes, bus stops and underground/ rail stations.
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6.17

The website will be linked to Citymapper or a similar website to provide co-workers and
customers with details of the real-time travel opportunities and journey times to the site by
all modes.

6.18

IKEA will provide real time public transport information in a prominent location within the
store. This would indicate real time information to customers, linked into the TfL network to
show the next bus service and also the train times from Westcombe Park.

Website
6.19

The IKEA website, will set out the information on travel and information that is set out within
the Travel Pack. The website will be available for all and will have ease of access for both coworkers and visitors.

Personalised Travel Planning
6.20

The TPC will offer a personalised Travel Planning service for all co-workers, if requested. It is
expected that this will be offered during induction sessions.

6.21

The TPC will be able to draw on advice from journey planning websites such as TfL Journey
Planner: http://journeyplanner.tfl.gov.uk

Walking
6.22

The full Travel Plan provided details of the existing walking facilities within the vicinity of the
store.

6.23

In addition to the existing facilities, IKEA has agreed to fund, through S106 contributions,
improvements to the Pedestrian and Cycle Route to Westcombe Park Station, which is
approximately 10mins walk. The improvements will benefit co-workers and customers and
will include, but not limited to:
•

Improved signage, to include Legible London Signage;

•

Improve surface quality along route;

•

Public realm improvements under the A102 flyover and at the approach to the station;

•

Improvements to cover both Peartree Way/Combedale Road route and A102 footbridge
route.
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6.24

To promote walking by co-workers and customers the following will be provided:
•

Legible London Signs from North Greenwich, Westcombe Park and along Bugsby Way

•

Subsidised bike courier delivery to the local PMA (selected postcodes) for the duration
of the opening period of 10 weeks.

•

Free bespoke blue bag or food voucher for people walking to the store, during the
opening 10 weeks.

•

Subsidised FRAKTA Trolley, as an opening offer for 10 weeks, to enable customers to
take products home or a deposit scheme where they can return these for a voucher.

•

A bespoke taxi service at the store with a commitment that it is cheaper than other
companies in the area, including Uber. This will allow customers that walk to the store
to transport any purchases home using the taxi. This will be a long-term measure.

•

Information and advice concerning safe pedestrian routes to the proposed store.

•

Social walking events and workshops will be organised by the TPC and promoted via the
website and social media. This will be a long-term measure.

•

The health benefits of walking will be promoted (e.g. ‘10,000 steps a day campaign’) via
the website and social media. This will be a long-term measure.

6.25

In addition, shower and changing facilities, including facilities for storage of wet clothes and
umbrellas will be provided for co-workers.

Cycling
6.26

The full Travel Plan provided details of the existing cycle facilities within the vicinity of the
store.

6.27

In addition to the existing facilities, IKEA has agreed to fund the following cycle
improvements in the area through the S106 contributions:
•

Conversion of the existing non-signal junction on Bugsby’s Way to the north of the IKEA
site, into a Toucan Crossing;

•

Local improvements to the route between North Greenwich and the IKEA site, along W
Parkside, School Square, Greenroof Way and Southern Way;

•

Improvement to the Bugsby’s Way/Commercial Way junction to allow a two-way cycle
crossing on the same signal stage as bus movements;
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•
6.28

Incorporation of Dockless Bicycle Hire scheme into the IKEA cycle parking area.

In addition, the following measure are being provided for co-workers:
•

Secure cycle parking. Those co-workers that travel by bike will be given an extra ten
minutes to change and shower prior to the start of their shift. This will be a long-term
measure.

•

The cycle parking provision will be reviewed during the Travel Plan period and will be
increased if demand requires.

•

Shower and changing facilities will be provided for co-workers. Lockers will be available
for the storage of cycling equipment and clothing. Within the changing rooms there will
be a drying cupboard for co-workers clothing. This will be a long-term measure.

•

Tax incentive schemes such as the Government’s ‘Cycle to Work’ Scheme will be
provided to all co-workers. This will be a long-term measure.

•

Co Workers will be provided with information and advice concerning safe cycle routes
to the store. This will be posted at a prominent location within the co-worker area of
the store. This will be a long-term measure.

•

Social cycling events will be organised by the TPC, e.g. lunch time or after work/shift
rides, or participation as teams in national or local events. The health benefits of cycling
will also be promoted to co-workers. This will be a long-term measure.

•

During promotional events such as National Bike Week, IKEA will offer all co-workers
that cycle to work, a Bike Breakfast or similar incentive (depending on time of shift
start). This will be a long-term measure.

•

An internal communication group will be available for co-workers to set up cycle groups
and cycling networks. The requirement for such groups will be explored. This will be a
long-term measure.

•

The TPC will seek to organise cycle surgery days, including Dr Bike clinics. The TPC will
also investigation whether a link can be made with a local cycling store for co-worker
discounts. This will be a long-term measure.

6.29

•

Cycle repair stand to be provided on site. This will be a long-term measure.

•

Encouragement to use the council bike training scheme.

To encourage cycling to the store by customers:
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•

42 Sheffield Stands will be conveniently located within close proximity of the store
access, this will equate to a total of 84 spaces. This will be a long-term measure.

•

Incorporation of Dockless Bicycle Hire scheme into the IKEA cycle parking area in
conjunction with Royal Borough of Greenwich as part of any overall borough wide
scheme. This will be a long-term measure.

•

The cycling events being organised by the TPC will be promoted to customers through
the website and social media. This will be a long-term measure.

•

Subsidised bike courier delivery to the local PMA (selected postcodes) for the opening
period of 10 weeks.

•

Free bespoke blue bag or food voucher for people cycling to the store. This will be over
a 10-week period.

•

The health benefits of cycling will be promoted to customers via the website and social
media. This will be a long-term measure.

•

A bespoke taxi service at the store with a commitment that it is competitively priced
with other companies in the area, including Uber. This will be a long-term measure.

Public Transport
6.30

The full Travel Plan provided details of the existing public transport facilities within the
vicinity of the store.

6.31

In addition to the existing facilities, IKEA has agreed to fund the following public transport
improvements in the area through the S106 commitments:
•

Amendments to Peartree Way, between the Commercial Way (Busway) junction and
Bugsby’s Way, to provide a right turn in Bus Lane.

6.32

In addition to the above, the following measures are proposed to encourage public transport
use by co-workers:
•

An additional 15% discount provided to purchase season tickets for public transport in
addition to the interest free loans to purchase season tickets. This will be a long-term
measure.
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•

Bus route maps, timetables and any other public transport information will be provided
within Travel Packs.

6.33

To encourage use of public transport to the store by customers:
•

The store will offer a greatly reduced Home Delivery cost for the first 10 weeks after
opening to encourage travel by sustainable modes.

•

Customers will have the option of 24-hour home delivery of purchases at the store. This
will be a long-term measure.

•

Greenwich Store website highlighting public transport as preferred mode of transport.
This will be a long-term measure.

•

Live TFL digital transport boards at exit to store. This will be a long-term measure.

•

Marketing campaign focusing on sustainable travel, including advertisements on
different sustainable travel modes.

•

Opening campaign to focus on public transport accessibility (Promotional of public
transport through a ‘Public Transport Day’ which would include a special preview day
for customers using public transport).

•

Strong internal communication bespoke to the Greenwich store to promote delivery
and sustainable travel throughout the store. This will be a long-term measure.

•

Bus route maps, timetables and any other public transport information will be provided
on a customer noticeboard within the store. This will be a long-term measure.

Car Clubs
6.34

A car club is a membership scheme that offers people use of a car on a pay-as-you-go basis.
The scheme saves you the additional costs and inconvenience of owning or using your own
car, and means that you have easy access to a car for those occasional journeys when you
need one.

6.35

Two Hertz Van hires will be available at the store and discussions are underway with Hertz to
explore the possibility of these vans being electric.

Home Delivery
6.36

IKEA will operate a comprehensive Home Delivery service from the store. This allows any
customer to have bulky items delivered to their homes within a few days of purchase. If a
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customer arrives at the store but is unable to transport goods home (regardless of the size or
nature of the goods) they can have the goods delivered.
6.37

Home Delivery works on the principle that the customer purchases their goods in the normal
manner and then deposits them with the Home Delivery service team and the goods are
then delivered within the next few days. The continued promotion of the Home Delivery
service increases the opportunity for customers to visit the store by sustainable modes of
transport such as walking, cycling and public transport; as it removes the requirement to
carry home bulky goods.

6.38

A number of the home deliveries will be undertaken via electric vehicles. Whilst not all
deliveries can be guaranteed a number of the local deliveries will be undertaken via electric
delivery vehicles.

6.39

The store will offer a greatly reduced Home Delivery cost for the first 10 weeks after opening
to encourage travel by sustainable modes.

Internet Shopping
6.40

It is in the nature of furniture shopping that many customers prefer to see and feel furniture
items before purchasing products. Often this is irrespective of having formed a view on items
they wish to purchase after reviewing the catalogue.

6.41

However, there are also some customers who know specifically what they want and would
choose not to travel to the store to make their purchases. For example, they may wish to
order further versions of an item that they have previously purchased and liked.

6.42

Additionally, some customers will visit an IKEA to get ideas on furniture, before seeking to
purchase goods on line at a later date.

6.43

The online service reduces the need to travel to the proposed IKEA store. Those visiting the
Store to get ideas will be encouraged through the website to travel to the store via
sustainable modes of transport.
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7

MONITORING AND REVIEW
Monitoring

7.1

This Travel Plan will be subject to a continuous process for improvement, requiring
monitoring, review and revision to ensure it remains relevant to the store. This chapter sets
out the proposals for monitoring and review of the Travel Plan.

7.2

All monitoring will follow the most up to date TfL best practice guidance.

7.3

The monitoring programme will begin with the initial travel survey, to be undertaken after
reaching the trigger point of four months after the IKEA store opens. The initial travel survey
will survey both co-workers and customers. The surveys will be marketed by the TPC to
encourage a high response rate.

7.4

Further co-worker and customer surveys will be carried out in years 1, 3 and 5 to monitor
progress towards the interim and final targets.

7.5

Although no formal monitoring is required after 5 years, IKEA will continue to implement the
Measures and Initiatives as set out in this Travel Plan for foreseeable future. This will include
random monitoring of both co-workers and customers to ensure that the Measures and
Initiatives continue to have an effect.

7.6

Additionally, the use of cycle parking spaces, electric vehicle spaces and lockers will be
monitored during the spring and summer months to determine whether facilities are
adequate.

Reporting
7.7

A Travel Plan Review will be undertaken after each survey, by the TPC, to assess the progress
of the Plan. This will outline the results of the survey and note measures that have been
implemented (and any subsequent changes to targets) as a result of the survey data. The
report will also incorporate the results of monitoring throughout the preceding period.

7.8

Within 3 months of the Travel Plan Reviews, IKEA will meet with Greenwich Borough Council
to discuss the results of the review and agree the target for the following review. IKEA will
be represented by the TPC.
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7.9

All monitoring and reporting will be fully funded by IKEA.

Travel Plan Review
7.10

Travel Plan Measures will be required if the mode share target for car driver is not met.

7.11

Should the targets not be achieved, the TPC will meet with representatives from RB
Greenwich and TfL will be set up to assess the progress of the Travel Plan against Targets.

7.12

Within the S106 agreement, the following financial contributions are set out:
(a) The sum of £500,000 (five hundred thousand pounds) towards improvements to
public transport namely the provision of extra buses to serve the development and the
upgrade of two bus stops adjacent to the development;
(b) The sum of £750,000 (seven hundred and fifty thousand pounds) towards the
promotion of travel by sustainable modes of travel for co-workers and customers of
IKEA travelling to and from the Development. To include the improvements of
pedestrian and cycling access links to the Development from Westcombe Park and
Charlton railway stations and North Greenwich underground station, and help towards
the delivery of the objectives of the Travel Plan.

7.13

Should the mode split for customer car driver not be met or not on track to be met the TPC
will use the meeting with RBG and TfL to explore how these financial contributions have
been spent, whether there are any remaining funds, and the most appropriate measures
that any remaining funds could be put towards with the aim of seeking to achieve the Travel
Plan targets.
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8

ACTION PLAN

8.1

The Action Plan, outlined below in Table 8.1, sets out the measures included within the
Travel Plan that are directed at influencing co-worker and customer travel.

8.2

The Action Plan will be revised every year following each Travel Plan Review.
Table 8.1 Action Plan
Action

Objective/reasoning

Timescale

Responsibility

Travel Plan produced

Outline a commitment
to sustainable travel

Prior to
Development
completion

IKEA/ Vectos

Implementation of
infrastructure
measures

Support objectives to
maximise accessibility
by active modes

During
construction
period

IKEA

Appointment of TPC

Provide a central
figure for coordinating
the travel plan

Prior to store
opening

IKEA

Initial Travel Survey
(Year 0)

Establish initial travel
patterns /modal split

No later than 4
months after
opening

TPC/ IKEA

Implementation of
measures

Support travel plan
objectives

During the
lifetime of the
travel plan –
ongoing

TPC/ IKEA

Interim Review
(Annual)

Measure progress
towards the targets

1 year and 3
years after
baseline surveys
(Year 0)

TPC/ IKEA

Full Review at end of
Year 5

Ensure targets have
been achieved

5 years after
baseline surveys
(Year 0)

TPC/ IKEA
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APPENDIX A

IKEA GREENWICH
SUSTAINABLE TRAVEL PLAN
SUMMARY
August 2018

To be read in conjunction with the Travel Plan submitted

INTRODUCTION
• This Travel Plan summary is to be read in connection with the full Travel
Plan submitted to the Royal Borough of Greenwich on behalf of IKEA. The
Full Travel Plan sets out the existing conditions, the proposed Travel Plan
targets, monitoring, the details of the Travel Plan Co-ordinator and a
comprehensive list of measures and initiatives that have been developed
to promote and encourage sustainable travel.

• IKEA Greenwich is ideally located to serve the significant proportion of
Londoners without access to a car (some 42% of households according to
Census 2011 data).
• In line with their long-term sustainability vision People and Planet Positive,
IKEA is committed to delivering the most effective and convenient store
possible for UK customers and co-workers and who travel by public
transport.
• IKEA is committed to the Travel Plan arrangements set out in this
document for the Greenwich store. This demonstrates the importance that
environmental, health and commercial benefits of increasing the
awareness level and availability of sustainable modes of travel has to IKEA.
• IKEA believe that the initial opening period (10 weeks), is critical for setting
the travel habits to the store and have specifically targeted this time with
promotions and offers.
• The travel plan also sets out the review and future monitoring. IKEA is
committed to implementing the measures and initiatives as set out in this
Travel Plan for foreseeable future.

• Where it is found not possible to implement the exact arrangement as
described within the document, IKEA will provide a similar alternative.
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OBJECTIVE AND TARGETS

100 %
41%

of co-workers to be travelling by sustainable
modes within store opening hours (This excludes
those co-workers working within unsociable working hours or with
exceptional circumstances)

of customers arrive to the store as car driver

In order to achieve this we have assessed each of the different modes of travel
and for each one considered the ;

TRIGGER

NETWORK

MOTIVATION

Strong marketing
message

Robust Infrastructure
In place

Inspiring our customers
to travel sustainability
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WALKING
• The full Travel Plan provides details of the existing walking facilities within
the vicinity of the store.
TRIGGER
• Legible London signs from North Greenwich , Westcombe Park and along
Bugsby’s Way. *
• The health benefits of walking will be promoted (e.g. ‘10,000 steps a day
campaign’) via the website and social media.
• Social walking events and workshops will be organised and promoted via the
website and social media.
• Information and advice concerning safe pedestrian routes to the store.
NETWORK
• Improve surface quality along route from Westcombe Park station and North
Greenwich.*
• Public realm improvements under the A102 flyover and at the approach to
the station.*
• Improvements to cover both Peartree Way/Combedale Road route and A102
footbridge route.*

* To be delivered by Royal Borough of Greenwich as
part of IKEA’s S106 contributions
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WALKING
MOTIVATION

• Co-worker showers & drying facilities.

• Subsidised cargo bike courier delivery to the local PMA (selected postcodes)
for the duration of the opening period.
• Free bespoke blue bag or food voucher for people walking to the store,
during the opening weeks.
• Subsidised FRAKTA Trolley, as an opening offer, to enable customers to take
products home or a deposit scheme where they can return these for a
voucher.
• Bespoke taxi service will be offered from the store. This will offer competitive
rates compared to local taxis/ Uber. The taxis will be ordered to meet the
needs of the customers depending on the size of the goods to be taken
home (e.g. small, medium, large vehicles).

* To be delivered by Royal Borough of Greenwich as part of IKEA’s S106 contributions
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CYCLING
• The full Travel Plan provides details of the existing cycling facilities within the
vicinity of the store.
TRIGGER
• Co-workers will be provided with information and advice concerning safe
cycle routes to the store.
• Social cycling events will be organised, e.g. lunch time or after work/shift
rides, or participation as teams in national or local events.
• The health benefits of cycling will be promoted to customers and co-workers
via the website and social media.
NETWORK
• Conversion of the existing non-signal junction on Bugsby’s Way to the north
of the IKEA site, into a Toucan Crossing. *
• Local improvements to the route between North Greenwich and the IKEA
site.*
• Improvement to the Bugsby’s Way/Commercial Way junction to allow a twoway cycle crossing on the same signal stage as bus movements.*
• Incorporation of Dockless Bicycle Hire scheme into the IKEA cycle parking
area.
• 42 Sheffield Stands will be located within close proximity of the store access,
this will equate to a total of 84 spaces along with secure parking for coworkers.

* To be delivered by Royal Borough of Greenwich
as part of IKEA’s S106 contributions
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CYCLING
MOTIVATION
• Shower and changing facilities will be provided for co-workers. Lockers will
be available for the storage of cycling equipment and clothing. Within the
changing rooms there will be a drying cupboard for co-workers clothing.
• Those co-workers that travel by bike will be given an extra ten minutes to
change and shower prior to the start of their shift.
• Tax incentive schemes such as the Government’s ‘Cycle to Work’ Scheme
will be provided to all co-workers.
• Subsidised cargo bike courier delivery to the local PMA (selected postcodes)
for the opening period.
• Free bespoke blue bag or food voucher for people cycling to the store.
• The store will organise cycle surgery days, including Dr Bike clinics.
• Cycle repair stand on site.
• Staff to be encouraged to use the Council’s bike training scheme

Image : Enfield Council Website
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PUBLIC TRANSPORT (BUS/ TUBE/ TRAIN)
The full Travel Plan provided details of the existing public transport facilities
within the vicinity of the store.
TRIGGER
• Bespoke Greenwich website highlighting public transport as preferred mode
of transport, with links to relevant websites to check traffic and travel times.
• Live TFL digital transport boards at exit.
• Marketing campaign focusing on sustainable travel, including advertisements
on different sustainable travel modes and publicity of the stores location on
bus routes serving the site.
• Opening campaign to focus on public transport accessibility (Promotional of
public transport through a ‘Public Transport Day’ which would include a
special preview day for public transport customers)
• Strong internal communication bespoke to the Greenwich store to promote
delivery and sustainable travel throughout the store.
• Bus route maps, timetables and any other public transport information will be
provided on a customer noticeboard within the store.
NETWORK
• Amendments to Peartree Way, between the Commercial Way (Busway)
junction and Bugsby’s Way, to provide a right turn in Bus Lane.*

• A kiosk will be provided at North Greenwich Station for a temporary period
when the store opens to provide onward travel information for customers
arriving by public transport.*
• Minimum of two dedicated parking bays for car/van hire.

* To be delivered by Royal Borough of Greenwich as part of IKEA’s S106 contributions
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PUBLIC TRANSPORT (BUS/ TUBE/ TRAIN)
MOTIVATION
• An additional 15% discount for co-workers provided to purchase season
tickets for public transport in addition to the interest free loans to purchase
season tickets.
• All co-workers provided with bus route maps, timetables and any other public
transport information within Travel Packs.
• The store will offer a greatly reduced Home Delivery cost for the first
10 weeks after opening to encourage travel by sustainable modes.
• Customers will have the option of 24 hour home delivery of purchases made
at the store.
• Bespoke taxi service will be offered from the store. This will offer competitive
rates compared to local taxis/ Uber. The taxis will be ordered to meet the
needs of the customers depending on the size of the goods to be taken home
(e.g. small, medium, large vehicles).
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MONITORING
TRIGGER
• This Travel Plan will be subject to a continuous process for improvement,
requiring monitoring, review and revision to ensure it remains relevant to
the store.
• All monitoring will follow the most up to date TfL best practice guidance.
• The monitoring programme will begin with the initial travel survey, to be
undertaken after reaching the trigger point of four months after the IKEA
store opens. The initial travel survey will survey both co-workers and
customers.
NETWORK
• A Travel Plan Co-ordinator (TPC) will be appointed prior to the proposed
store opening to implement and administer the Travel Plan.
• The TPC is envisioned to be a senior member of the Human Resources team
and as such will have access to the appropriate technology to communicate
effectively with co-workers, customers and stakeholders using a variety of
mediums.
• The TPC will be expected to work with key stakeholders including Travel Plan
Officers at RB Greenwich and TFL, as well as senior management at IKEA at a
store and head office level. The TPC will also co-ordinate local transport
initiatives and promote the Travel Plan at a store and local area level.
MOTIVATION
• Although no formal monitoring is required after 5 years, IKEA will continue
to implement the Measures and Initiatives as set out in this Travel Plan for
foreseeable future. This will include random monitoring of both co-workers
and customers to ensure that the Measures and Initiatives continue to have
an effect.
• Additionally, the use of cycle parking spaces, electric vehicle spaces and
lockers will be monitored during the spring and summer months to
determine whether facilities are adequate.
• Further co-worker and customer surveys will be carried out in years 1, 3 and
5 to monitor progress towards the interim and final targets.
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TRAVEL PLAN REVIEW
TRIGGER
• Additional travel Plan Measures will be required if the mode share target
for car driver is not met.
• Should the targets not be achieved, the Travel Plan Coordinator will meet
with representatives from RB Greenwich and TfL to assess the progress of
the Travel Plan against Targets.
NETWORK
• Within the S106 agreement, the following financial contributions are set
out, these were paid to Greenwich in January 2018;
(a) The sum of £500,000 (five hundred thousand pounds) towards
improvements to public transport namely the provision of extra buses to
serve the development and the upgrade of two bus stops adjacent to the
development;
(b)The sum of £750,000 (seven hundred and fifty thousand pounds) towards
the promotion of travel by sustainable modes of travel for co-workers and
customers of IKEA travelling to and from the Development. To include the
improvements of pedestrian and cycling access links to the Development
from Westcombe Park and Charlton railway stations and North Greenwich
underground station, and help towards the delivery of the objectives of
the Travel Plan.
• Should the mode split targets not be met, or are not on track to be met,
the TPC will use the meeting with RBG and TfL to explore how these
financial contributions have been spent, whether there are any remaining
funds, and the most appropriate measures that any remaining funds could
be put towards with the aim of seeking to achieve the Travel Plan targets.
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TRAVEL PLAN REVIEW
MOTIVATION
• The Action Plan will be revised following each Travel Plan Review.
Action

Objective/reasoning

Timescale

Responsibility

Travel Plan produced

Outline a commitment to
sustainable travel

Prior to Development
completion

IKEA/ Vectos

Implementation of
infrastructure
measures

Support objectives to
maximise accessibility by
active modes

During construction
period

IKEA

Appointment of TPC

Provide a central figure for
coordinating the travel
plan

Prior to store opening IKEA

Initial Travel Survey
(Year 0)

Establish initial travel
patterns /modal split

No later than 4
months after opening

TPC/ IKEA

Implementation of
measures

Support travel plan
objectives

During the lifetime of
the travel plan –
ongoing

TPC/ IKEA

Interim Review
(Annual)

Measure progress towards
the targets

1 year and 3 years
after baseline surveys
(Year 0)

TPC/ IKEA

Full Review at end of
Year 5

Ensure targets have been
achieved

5 years after baseline
TPC/ IKEA
surveys (Year 0)
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“Inspiring an even better every
day life for the many people”
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